
ASTR 421, Homework 3

March 26, 2017

Problem 1, S+G 2.8
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4) 2pts Massive young stars are found only close to the midplane.



Problem 2, S+G 2.13

1) 3pts To do this we need to know the absolute magnitute of the Sun at V band: MV,� = 4.83 (Table
1.4). Therefore, at a distance of 3pc we have (Eq. 1.15)

mV,� = MV,� + 5 log10(3pc/10pc) = 2.216.

Using Eq. 1.10 and Eq. 1.1, we get
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thus Leye = 0.077L� .
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3) 2pts Mu = 1.5M� or 1.25M�.
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6) 2pts Red giant phases do not last long.

7) 2pts
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8) 2pts M � 0.6M�. Doing the integration gives
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Problem 6. What are the observational and theoretical di�culties in de-
termining the IMF and how does one goes about trying to resolve them-
so talk about things like converting light to mass (and the ucertainties),
the e↵ects of age and distance etc etc (15 pts)

To determine the IMF we have transform from observational values (brightness, color) to physical
quantities (e.g. mass). Thus we need to convert apparent magnitude in some wavelength band into
absolute magnitude (e.g. need to know the distance) and to transform this into mass. To go from
one to the other we need to transform color into temperature via models correcting for age and
metallicity. We also need to understand the selection e↵ects since we want the number of stars per
unit mass and need to figure out what fraction of which type of stars we are missing. We also need
to correct for the e↵ects of dust (reddening and extinction), age (since luminosity and color for a
star of a given mass depends on age) and binarity. (see class notes which say ) Determining the
IMF is di�cult

• Start with observed star counts

• Understand your selection e↵ects, completeness

• Get the distances

• Correct for extinction

• Correct for unresolved binaries

• Take the data and determine the luminosity function (LF), Then apply: correction for main
sequence lifetimes, and evolved stars no longer visible

Get the Present-Day Luminosity Function (PDLF)

• Assume a mass-luminosity relation which is a function of metallicity, bandpass

• Theoretical models tested by observations and the mass-luminosity (m-L) relation using stellar
structure theory

• Convert to Present-Day Mass Function (PDMF)

• Use the evolutionary tracks from the same theoretical models

• Iterate over a star formation history

• Get the Initial Mass Function (IMF)



Problem 7. A dusty question: why does a fair fraction of a galaxies
luminosity appear in the IR ? What is the source of energy and the
source of IR photons. What does this tell us about star formation?
Extra credit: why is observing in the far IR exciting/important for
galaxy evolution studies? (15 pts)

Star formation is embedded in dusty molecular clouds. Young stars produce lots of luminosity in
the UV where the opacity to dust is high (remember that opacity scales as wavelength to the -1
power). Since the covering fraction of the dust is high (e.g. most lines of sight from the star to
the observer pass thru lots of dust) a large fraction ( 1/2) of the UV light is absorbed by dust and
re-radiated in the IR; the reason the re-radiated light is in the IR is simple physics- the re-radiation
is almost black body light (see previous homework problem where you calcuated the temperature).

Observing in the IR is important for galaxy evolution studies is due to the redshifting e↵ect.
As show in the class notes due to the combination of black body spectra and redshift at far IR
wavelengths the observed flux of objects with low e↵ective temperatures ( 20K) is constant as a
function of redshift (e.g. distant objects with the same luminosity are almost as bright as nearby
objects). This makes the study of distant objects much easier.


